
                        

                        Explicit  BIBLE   VS.   Bible  Interpretation                    

 Let’s  Discuss  ACTUAL  End-Time Bible Insights !
     ( Handout 96  -  2022 © Copyright by  Endurance Ministries )

As many Bible-believing USA Christians are tired of all the  LOSS  we’ve incurred due to society, in general, 

throwing off its Christian roots, so too am I sick and tired of the  LOSS  the Christian community is suffering as      

a result of putting eschatological theological opinion above the explicit Word of God.  IF we would but allow

Scripture to say what it actually says, we would not experience the fruits of end-time false teachings so popular

in general Christian culture today.  Instead of listing MANY evils that have come through these unbiblical viewpoints

over the past few decades, I am simply going to highlight  explicit  Bible Truths, many actually coming directly from  

our Lord Jesus.  Please accept these (His) Truths forever settled in heaven.  Your life now actually depends upon it.

On  Chronology,   our Lord Jesus taught this …     ACTUAL BIBLE Data from Matthew

     Birth pains (or beginning of sorrows) come first                     Mt. 24:4-8

     Tribulation (from the world), along with other evils, come next                      Mt. 24:9-14

     Upon the setting up of the Abomination of Desolation, great tribulation follows               Mt. 24:15-22

     Immediately  after  the tribulation of those days, astronomical  signs  unfold             Mt. 24:29

     Following the signs, the Sign of the Son of Man occurs (also see Rev. 6:14-17)             Mt. 24:30

     “Then,” as the Trumpet blasts of Revelation close, our gathering takes place (see Mark 13:27)         Mt. 24:31

     Following the Bowls of Wrath (Rev. 15, 16), Jesus Christ’s coming to the earth occurs         Mt. 25:31

On  Thematic  end-time concerns,  our Lord Jesus taught this …     ACTUAL BIBLE Data from the Word

     Due, in part, to deception, persecution and personal idolatry,  apostasy mushrooms         Mt. 24:4-28

     Unrighteousness abounds, as in the days of Lot and Noah (also see Luke 17:26-37)         Mt. 24:12, 36-44

     Certain sins will flourish during the end of days, paving the way for God’s righteous wrath           Revelation 2, 3

     Enduring in Jesus Christ – as opposed to apostatizing – will be crucial  (also see Hebrews)         Mt. 24:13

     Fulfillment of Bible prophecy regarding the  end of days  (through events) will be awe-inspiring       Mt. 5:17, 18

     Due to the satanic climate of the earth, the process of God’s judgments will purge the earth            Revelation

     Hope for those in Christ will hold fast; Despair for those who reject Christ will last forever         Titus 2:11-14

         Mt. 24:51; 25:46

The  chronological events  &  themes  above are not exhaustive.  They do, though, serve to put a  frame  around other

data from God’s Word concerning the end of days just prior Jesus Christ’s 2nd Coming –  a 3-part coming  in light of

Bible information.  On to a Truth-promoting, God-honoring, Christ-exalting, Bible-affirming, Church-edifying  proposal …

In conclusion, we at  Endurance Ministries  once again  plead for  a worthy gathering (at a weekend conference)  where

four popular end-time positions can be presented and examined.  We challenge the Christian community to value

God’s end-time insight in these  end of days  just prior to Christ’s initial appearing.  Our suggestion:  The four

PreMillennial viewpoints would be: 

 I Pre-Tribulation Rapture 

 II PreWrath Rapture          Any

 III Final Trumpet Rapture Gathering      Takers ?

 IV Post-Tribulation Rapture

                                            For more information about sponsoring such a conference, contact  Endurance Ministries  at  email@endmin.org                                                  

     To learn more about the explicitly BIBLICAL end-time position called  The Final Trumpet Rapture Gathering,  go to  www.EnduranceMinistries.online .
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